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To:

The Honorable John H. Reed, Governor of the State of Maine

From:

Miss Marion E. Martin., Commissioner of Labor and Industry

Re:

Biennial Report - July 1., 1958 -

June 30 1 1960

Atta med is the biennial report of the Department of' Labor and

Industry as required by Section 2 1 Chapter 30, R. s. 19.54.

MR 3 0'62

Biennial Report for the Years 1958-59 and 1959~0
of the

Department of Labor and Industry

It is with some feeling of gratification that this biennial report
of the Department of Labor and Industry for the years beginning J ~ 1 1
1958 and ending June 30., 1960 is hereby submitted. While problems have
often arisen and challenges have frequent.ly presented themselves, the
Department feels it has adequately met the issues and through the cooperation of all concerned has discharged its duties in an effective manner.
As its name iIIJ>lies the Department of Lab or and Industry deals v.i. th
vital issues that bear upon the best interests of both the worker and the
manager in the industrial complex. It is in a position to do much good and
conversely it can so act as to do so~ harm. Mich of its contribution comes
through its cataly-'-\Al.C nature whereby it can materially assist in bringing
both management and labor together for effective cooperation.
Looking back over the last two years in an attempt to single out
specific accomplishments., it is d:i.f':f'icult to put any one of them ahead of
the other. We do wish to underscore the general beneficial effects arising
out of an excellent labor-management atmosphere that is characteristic of
the State. This ~eneficial climate is ~asured most effectively by the
record of lost manhours through the disruptive effects of work stopi:ages
or strikes. During the biennium the trend of labor disputes resulting in
lost time has been downward either in terms of nunber or work stoppages or
in total manhours lost. This is a condj_ tion gratifying to all employers
operating vi thin our State and also to outside businesses that might be
interested in establishing themselves with us in the future.
Maine has been and still is classified as essentially a rural state.
It is truly a superb vacationland and its recreational areas are well
known to the traveling public. However, Maine, along with the other states
in the Union, is slowzy- feeling and showing the effect of change. Our farms
are decreasing in number but are growing in size and are taking on the
maracteristics of successful connnercial operations. Many of our towns now
boast of small industries that are taking root in those comnnnities. Sons
towns are undergoing substantial change as the steady and continuing efforts
to "sell" Maine to industrial and research companies gradually pays o£:f'.
As this development continues the work of the Department of Labor and
Industry will become even more involved in the essential job of integrating
the forces of labor and managemnt into an effective force for the good of
all. How well this has been done in the past is · indicated by the excellent
labor climate that presently e:xists in the State.
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It would appear to the Departwmt of Labor and Industry that the future
will bring steady industrial growth to the State of Maine. One of the
functions of the Department is to prepare a Census of Maine Manufacturers.
We note f'rom this armual. study that the total value of manufactured products
is steadily rising. In 1959 it had increased 10$ over similar figures for
1958. As of June 30, 1960 preliminary figures point to a continua~on of
this increase. We certainly have no reason to be complacent but we have
many reasons to be grateful. The important textile industry, subject to so
many pressures and dislocations of the past, gives indications that it is
gaining increased stability and may be entering ~pon a period or growing
production in the imnediate future.
Investments in plant and equipment increased substantiall.;r 1n 1959
over 1958. This is another key point that indicates the strength of Maine's
industrial. base. Management does not comnrl. t substantial i'un~ to capital
investment unless the future appears to be rewarding. In this respect it
is noted that our pulp and paper industry is _confidently going ahead with
plant expansion and product diversification.
AccoIJ¥)anying the expansion in capital investment we note that gross
wages paid to our workers in manufacturing establishments have increased
each year of the biennium. The average gross wage received also showed
a gratifying increase and as our industrial base expands state-wide this
growth should continue. Stable incomes and higher standards of living for
our people are objectives we should all commit o~rselves to attaining.
The Department of Labor and Industry has several divisions, each with a
clear cut definition of its duties. The report of each of these divisions
follows as an integral part of this biennial report. Progress made and
difficulties encountered have been adequately swnnarized in each of these
reports. We feel them worthy of careful c onsideration.

It has been a rewarding two years both as to work accomplished in the
field and to the cooperation extended to us by all departments o:t the State
Government., and the high level of accomplishment of the members of our sta£f.
' They are frequently thwarted in their desires to do a complete jcib by the
limitations of staff and the 1imi tations of the law but carry on with earnestness and dedication. The limi. tations of the law referred to are in two fields
specifically - (1) the mininllm wage law is unenforceable due to the specific
provisions of the act; {2) the occupational safety law is limited to
·
specified hazards located in manufacturing and mechanical establishnents.
We propose to recommend to the legislature bills which would correct these
deficiencies.
Respectfully subnet tted,

Marion E. Martin, Coimnissioner
Department of Labor and Industry
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To:

Marion E. Martin, Conmdssioner o:f Labor and Industry

From: T. '1\ Trott, Jr., Director of Research and Statistics
Re:

Biennial Report, July 1, 1958 - June 301 196o

The Maine Econo5t
During the calendar year 1958 the Value of Product manufactured dropped.
to $1.35 billion from $1.37 billion in 1957. Total manufac'hlr:ing wages
declined by 2 m:i.JJ.ion dollars from $372 m1l1ions in 1957 .to $370 millions
in 1958 while employment went f'rom 104. 7 thousand to 101.5 thousand workers,
respectively. In 1959, however, the effects of the 1957-~8 recession had
been overcoim and a record 1.48 billion dollars worth of manufactures were ·
produced, 4ll million dollars were paid out in :manufacillring wages and 10,.2
thousand persons were employed in manufacturing activities. Even Textiles,
an industry with many problems, showed an increase during 1959 for the .first
time in 8 years. Despite the ttelated" econoll\Y' 0£ 1959, the first year of
the so-called "soaring sixtiestt nnst be viewed w1 th some misgivings. Areal
and industrial "soft spots" bode some pessimism in viewing the full year
from this midway period. The effects of a national recession will no doubt
be felt in Maine during 1960 and 1961 and this added · to our own "weaknesses"
may not prove-up a growth from 1959 to 1960 and 1961.
It is interesting to note, that in 1959 ca~tal invested in plant and
equipment by Maine manufacturing fir.ms totaled 48. 9 mi.Ilion dollars. Their ·
planned expenditures for 1960 and 1961 were $48.3 millions and $26.8 millions
and since we have been doing this study-actual expenditures have always exceeded the plans made a year before.
Special studies in the 19S8 and 1959 issues of the Census of Ma:ine

Manufactures showed 1.

Maine made proauc ts a1·e directly distributed to some 52
nations throughout the world. 172 Maine manufacturing
firms reported direct export sales in 1958 of over 22
m:lllion dollars; indirect sales through wholesale distribution and exporters would probably expand this
figure si~ni.ficantly.

2.

Increases in fringe benefits in Maine manufaciuring establishments were demonstrated by a survey .made in 1958 compared with a similar survey nade in 19.54.
In 1958, 718 firms provided paid vacations compared with
631 in 1954; 140 Pension plans in 1958 compared with 118
in the previous analysis; in 1958., Ll.8 with Group Life,
474 with Group Hospitalization and 408 with Group Surgical
compared with 345, 243, and 172, respectively, in 1954

/

-43. Ana1ysis of plzy"sical production and value of procbction
in the tw'o years 1954 and 1959 demonstrated that while
value has risen 29%, real production has also gained by
18%--in other words, our manufacturing econonw has demonstrated real and significant growth from 1954 to 1959.

4.

Consistent with our policy of providing useful tools for
the analysis of the Maine econonu and continuing in our
belief that political boundaries such as counties have
little bearing on economic forces, we have again revised
our regional analysis of the state to provide for 30 socall ed. "Economl.c Areas n instead of the original 27. The
new 30 tabulations are published each year in the Census
together with the indust.11.al, size and geographic classifications found there normally.

While we recognize that work stoppage data ~e not a valid :indicator
of management labor relations in the State, they
a significant factor
in such relations. During 1958 there were lS stoppages involving 2270
workers and resulting in 28 1 200 mandays lost. · In 1959 there were 19 stoppages
but only 1280 workers were involved and 12,500 mandays lost -- a reduction
in lost mandays of 56%. The 1959 stoppages in Maine represented .02% of
estimated total working time co~red with the national average of .6J$.
Manufacturing stop!&ges represented 6.5% of the time lost in 1958 and 45%
of the time lost in 19.59. According to reports filed in connection with
the Census of Maine .Manufactures 42.6% of Maine manufacturing worlcers are
organized.

are

Having seen the brighter side or the econorq, let us now look at · the
less desirable facet of our operations and. statistics -Work Injuries.

In 1958 there were 42 fatal work injuries reported to the Industrial
Accident Commissicn and 44 in 1959. The injury frequency rate in the two
years was 17.5 in 1958 (a record low) and 19.7 in 1959 (a 3 year high).
Twe1ve of the 18 industry groups covered in our quarterly survey on manufacturing reported rate increase from 1958-1959. Of the 5 principal groups 1
Food, Textiles., Lu.nber and Wood, Paper and· Leather, only Leath~ and Textiles
showed a decreasing rate from 19.58 to 1959.
·
The broader analysis of First Reports filed with the Industrial Accident
Cormnis sion showed the nuni:>er of disabling injuries actually declined .from
1958 ·to 1959; we rrmst assume, there.fore, that manhours decreased faster
than did the number of injuries in order in establish the rate·in 1959.
There were 24,751 First Reports filed with the IAC in 1958; 26,577 in
1959; of these 8588 in 1958 were disabling and 4225 of the disabling
injuries and in 1959, 4096 •.
QPeration - General
The Division continued its regular program of Work Injuries, the Census
of Itofaine Manufactures and the Directory of Maine Manufacturers and, further,
its special project research and analysis for other departments or individuals,
as requested.

-5The volume of such special prOject work continued to increase during
the biennium and reached its peak when we undertook for the Depariment of
Economic Developnent the processing of their Recreational Property Inventory. In order to do this, the DED leased and placed in our custoey additional .mM equipment including a 402 Tabulating Machine and an 082 sorter.
(The basic installation consisted of an 026 Keypunch), · and for tm duration
of the project they also provided • full-time operator. In view of the continuing volume of special analysis ·made for DED and in connection uith their
activities for others (such as 701 planning contractors, etc.) the DED has
continued to maintain that equipment here.
The Division has incorporated its own Census tabulat.ion, Work Injuries,
and all special studies into the equipment and is maintainine utilization
at a relatively consistent 60-7~. Fuller utiliz~tion tdll be discussed

later under future plans.
Directory 0£ Maine Manufacturers

The Division e:x:h.austed its supp1y of the 1958 edition of the Directory
and upon determining that DED was ready to re-do their Buyer's Guide entered
into an informal agreenent with DJID whereby the Division of Research and
Statistics or Labor and Industry would provide all copy and organize the booklet., the DED would then pay the printing costs and would supply Labor and
Industry with sufficient copies to meet their need.a. In order tD overcome
the objections of a prior consolidated booklet., the DED gave us carte blanche
in the organization of the new issue which combined the best organizational
feature of both publications and provided a logical, effectively organized
reference piece. 1.be DLI booklet which would normally have been redone in
the aumner of 1960 will probably continue as a consolidated publication with
DED and be re-issued in the summer or ·1961, based upon the data obtained for

the 1960 Census of Maine Manufactures.

Census of Maine Manufactures
The Census and its contents are discussed quite fully in the first section
of this report, The Maine Econoll\V. Su.t':fice it to say here that the publication
continue's to be the Maine economic '1Bible"• DED continues to distribute the
booklet as one of the first pieces of material to prospective industrial clients
together with a special wage rate publication based upon the Census schedules.
These two booklets wovide a factual entree to demonstrate Maine's suitability,_
as an industrial site.

Work of the Director

The Director of the Division continues to serve on the Maine Inter-AgencyResources Conmittee and, in fact, prepared that Committee's report for presentation to the U. S. Senate Select Com.mi. ttee on Water Resources at its hearings in
Aueusta last year. The Director is still serving in advisory capacity to many
depar tmentson economic research and statistical matters including the Departments of Sea & Shore Fisheries, Economic Develop~nt, Education, Forestry, Parks
and others.
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Future Plans

It is apparent that econoDzy" and efficiency nust be the watchword
of state government administration in the immediate Md, long range future.
To this end ve are developing systems of administrative statistics and
machine handling of administrative procedures. At the moment we have completed conversion only of the Elevator records and have there an effective
system of inspection cont;rol. It is our hope that this approach may be
extended to include other inspection .tu.notions such as Boiler, Industrial
Safety, etc. including continued data on, the costs of such inspections.
We are aiso discussing with Civil Defense the install.a tion and maintenance of an inventory system on a contract basis; ld th Sea & Shore Fisheries
the monthly process:ing of Main~ Fish Landings' data; and such other contract
projects as will fit into our schedule and activities and provide for full
and self-sufficient utilization of the punched card and tabulation equipnent.
Among the departments that m:tgh t be interested in some of this ti me are
Eaucation, Taxation, Agriculture and others w:io are interested in establishing and maintaining adequate statistical records concurrent with their
administrative procedure~~ The ultimate result of these activities points
to the establishroont of a central Bureau of Statistics and Research which
would assist by providing system design and maintmance of' records machine
time to those departments having relatively small programs and by provi.di~
a clearing house and consolidated analysis of data produced in departments
with their own systems -- thereby furnishing all kinds of economic ar:d
statistical data in readily available form for use by the public and by the
administrators of the departm3nts -- a sort of statistical handbook of the
State's operations. Such a Bureau might also develop coirmuniey- abstract
data for DED use., directory's from Taxation records, etc.

Under the provisions of Chap. 30, Section 2 1 such a Bureau comes well
within the province of the Department of Labor and Industzy and even with the
Legis1ative mandate creating the Bureau of Research and "Planning in the
Departtoont of Economic Development such responsibil.i ti.es are not abrogated.
In view of the current liaison between DED and DLI. and the anti. cipa t.ed requirements upon the planning functions of DED., it seems advisable that such
research and related work continue to be vested in and delegated to DLI and
its Bureau of Research and Statistics.
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To:

Marion E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry

From:

Madge E. Ames, Director of Minimum Wage, Women and Child Labor

Re:

Biennial Report, July 1,

1958 - June 30, 1960

The Maine Legislature, in 1959, enacted a minimum wage law (Chapter 362,
P.L. 1959), which became effective September 12 of that year. The Legislature
did not, ho-wever, pass any appropriation for the administration of the new law,
and it was necessary to ask the Governor and Council for a transfer of funds
from the Contingent account. A transfer of $6,700 for the first year was made
for this purpose.
The task of administration of the minimum wage law was delegated to the
Division of Women and Child Labor, and an additional labor investigator was
added to the staff of the Division in January 1960.
The enforceimnt provisions of the nn.mrm.tm wage law, as enacted, are
inadequate, and give authority to the Depariment of Labor and Industry to
investigate possible violations only after a signed written complaint has
been received which may be shown to the employer. Due to the fact that
employees were afraid of losing their jobs i f they complained, only tbirtyseven such complaints were received and investigated during the period from
the effective date of the new law to the end of this biennium, a period of
eight and a half months .
}!any inquiries were, of course, received concerning the statute1 and a
summary of the law and an explanatory booklet, "Guide to Maine Minimum Wage
Law", were prepared by the Division and given w.i.de distribution.

It should be urgently recommended to the next Mai.Tl.a Legi. slature that the
Uepar'flnent be given the authority to enforce the mi.ninru.m wage law in the same
way the other labor laws are enforced.
With the addition of the new Labor Investigator, only part of whose time
is required for minimum wage work, it has been possible to increase ihe number
of women and child labor inspections, and for the two Labor Investigators to
ta.~e over the industr.ial safety inspections in garages, dry cleaning establishments and laundries--inspections which the Industrial Safety Division had not
had sufficient personnel to do adequately. The Labor Investigators did 163 of
these safety inspections in the last five months of the year ending June 30,
1960, the first months of this new undertaking .
Even llith two full-time Labor Investigators, our seasonal business prd>lem
is not solved, and there will continue to be a two or three-year period between
inspections of our summer hotels, restaurants, sporting camps and other seasonal
businesses, a situation which can be corrected only by employment of temporary
investigators during the summer.
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The number of Certificates of Age approved in the first year of the
biennium showed an increase over the previous year of 28,, and in the second
year of 682., indicating the recovery from. the recession of 1958, the
increases being largely in food processing, shoe mnuf'acturing., textiles
and construction.
The work permit program is carried on in cooperation with the local
school departments, to whom we wish to express our appreciation for their
f'ine work.

It is our policy to keep prosecutions to a minimum, using this as a
last resort when all other renedies havo failed. During the first year of
this biennium, there was only one court case; five during the second year.
It has always been our contention that the vast major! ty of Maine employers
intend to comply w:t th all the laws and will do so wen they understand the
requirements. Our experience with them bears this out., and it is only a
minute minor! ty which needs more than education and persuasion.

... 9 ..

OPERATIH1 STATEMENT
DIVISION OF MINIMUM 'WAGE 1 WOMEN AND CHILD LA.BCE.
(Appropriation 31.ilO - Activity 20)

Total
Oatei2!Z
Salaries

Travel

All Other

Total Approp.
Contingent Fund

1958-59

1929...6_Q

$ 8,603.09 $11,397.00

Biennium

Total for
___19S6-$8

$20.,000.00

$13,645.10

2,846.95

4,094.19

6,941.14

5,010.19

132.55

___11892.63

2.1625.18

...J..z913.66

$12.,182.5o ~~17.,.383.82

$29,566.32

$20.,568.95

$11,550.00 $13 1 070.00

$24 1 620.00

$20,904.oo

6,700.00

6,100.00

19,770.00

$31,320.00
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DIVISIOM OF MINIMO¥ WAGE, WOMEN AND CHILD LABOR
BIENNIAL REPORT

WORK PERMITS AND CJmTIFICATES OF AGE APPROVED

Year Ending 6-30-59
Male
Female

FCRM
Certificate of ,Me
(16-18 years of age)
Work Permits

(Under 16 years)

Special Permits
{Mentally retarded)

Year Ending 6-30-60
Male
Female

.e':'°1'

1,752

1,416

2.,260

1,590

486

589

658

Sl.6

6

0

3

0

2,244

2,005

2.,921

2.,1o6

PLACEr'9lT

Bakeries
Canning & Freezing
Clothing
Construe tion
Hospitals

Latmdries
Poultry Processing

19 ,
457
8 .
86

34

13

9

428

63
l

64
26
115

,

Pulp & Paper

188
17

349

Shoes

203
590

236

215

Restaurants

Sporting -& Overnight
Stores
Textiles

31
81

Wood Products

28

Miscellaneous

.2?2
2.,244

501

88

21
12
108

-

2.,00,

15
$99
22

147

35

10

247
39
240

762
33

359
107
63
~
2,921

14

416

95
0

54

41

131
3

345

628

66

177

Ia.

16

19
2.,106

)

r
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BIENNIAL REPOOT - July 1,

1958 - June 30, 1960

Board of Construction Safety Rules &Regulations

In the fiscal year 1957-58 the Legislature appropriated funds to
provide, an inspector for the construction activity as noted in the prior
biennial report. We 'ttere., however, forced to abandon our search for
such a person when the Governor's budget C'tlt forbade the filling of their
unfilled positions. The 99th Legislature, acting on the basis of actual
e:xpenditures refused to re- establish these :funds, hence there have been
two more years of no more than nominal inspection of serious accidents a situation which we hope will be taken care of by the lOOth Legislature
by means of a sufficient appropriation to employ a full-time construction
inspector.

While the work on Parts E, F, and G of the Construction Safety Rules
and Regulations was done during the preceding ·biermiwn., it :might be well
to note that their effective date was July 30, 1958 or just into t..nis biennial
period. During the current ·b1.ennium the Board has worked on several additional sections to the code. The Board me tings were held ( one in Mly 1959 and one in June 1960) for consideration of Parts H-M, additional to the code,
which are:

H.

Construction Elevators

I. Powder Actuated Tools
J.
K.
L.
M.

Blasting
Demolition Work
Personal Protective Equipment and Clothing
Protection of the Public

Additional meetings will be held, together with the required public
hearing be.fore adoption, sometime in the next biennial period.
The Board is c onfident that it is f'ul.t'illing its direct obligation to
the people of Maine by· the promulgaM.on and distribution 0£ these construction sai'ew codes,, However, the Board feels it would be remiss if it
did not again enjoin the Governor and the Legislature to provide to the
Departrrent of Labor and I :1dnstry furrls to employ a i'u.11-tiIOO construction
safety inspector.
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To:

Marion E. Martin., Cormnissioner of Labor and Industry

From:

Ralph L. Langille, Chief Inspector of Boilers

Res

Biennial Report - Division of Boiler Ins tections - Fiscal Yetµ"s 1958-59 -

1959-60

Authority

The 19.35 ttBoiler Lawn was enacted to ap!)ly only to so-called highpressure steam boilers., these being boilers which carI;T steam pressures
in excess of 15 pounds per square inch. This law was amended in 1953 to
apply also to low pressure steam heating boilers and hot water heating
boilers located in schoolhouses. Low pressure steam heating boilers, being those which carry steam pressures not exceeding 15 pounds per square
inch, and hot water heating boilers are those used r,or space heating and
operated at water temperatures not in excess of 2.50 F and which carrywater pressures not exceeding 160 pounds. In 19$5 the law was further
amended to apply also to hot water supply boilers in schoolhouse,s and to
hot water heating boilers and hot water supply boilers owned by municipalities. Hot water supnly boilers are those used for heating water for
so-cal1ed domestic supply purposes and which are also limited to a maxiillllll
operating temperature or 250 degrees Fahrenheit and to water pressures not
in excess of 160 pounds per square inch. Low pressure steam heating boilers
owned by municipalities were brought under the law in 1957 when the law was
further amended to correct an oversight in terminology- 'Which had resulted
in the omission of such hollers from the requireioonts o:f the law up to that
time.
Adnti.nistra tion

Under the law, the Board of Boiler Rules is established and charged
or formulating rules for the safe and proper construction.;
installa ti.on, repair, use I and operation of steam boilers in this State I
and further provides that the rules formulated shall conform as nearly as
practicable to the Boiler Code of the Am3rican Society of Mechanical
Engineers, which code has been accepted as the basic rules governing boilerS
in .39 other states · and 34 cities in the U. S. and by 11 provinces in the

with the duty

Dominion

or

Canada.

The Division of Boiler Inspections, under tre direction of tl1e Commissioner of Labor ani Industry, is responsible for the administration and enforceJJEnt of the law and the rules and regulations adopted by the Board of
Boiler Rules.
Activities

During this Biennium the Board of Boiler Rules held 2 meetings. . Anendrments or Addenda to 1.5 existing rules were adopted as well as 9 new rules.
Also, one appeal was considered and denied by the Board. The Board also conBifiered ·and approved desirable changes to ll sections of the "Boiler Law" to
be proposed for legislative action.

', I

11

- 13 The functions of the Division of Boiler Inspections include field
inspection of uninsured boilers, processing of inspection reports, issuance
of boiler inspection certificates, billing and collection of fees for inspections and inspection certificates, enforcement of requirements pertaining to
violations of' the Boiler Rules and Regulations., supervision and direction of
boiler inspectors enployed by insurance companies allowed to inspect boilsrs
in this state. Also, examination of applicants for Certificates of Authority
as Inspector of Steam Boilers, and examination of Welders for Certificates <>t
Authority as Metal-Arc Welders, to permit them to make welded repairs to steam
boilers. In addition, shop inspections are provided on occasion to manufacturers
in this state, as a special service at cost, in connection with the material,
design, fabrication and workmanship of boilers and unfired pressure vessels
which they may construct or repair under the Boiler ~d Pressure Vessel Code
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
'l'he overall activities of the Boiler Division invol~cextensive field work
and travel, as well as the maintenance of detailed records and control of
inspection work. The functions of the Division are carried out by the Chief

Inspector, one Deputy Inspector and one office Clerk. However, the Chief
Inspector and the Deputy Inspector are also engaged in the operation and
activities of the Division of l!;J.evator Inspections and must necessarily divide
their time and efforts between these two divisions.
Accidents
During the biennium there were no reported accidents involving boiler
explosions, or failures of boiler appurtenances which are within the scop
of the law and subject to the boiler rules and regulations.

Following are compilations of information concerning boilers under
jurisdiction during this biennium:

1958-$9

1959-60

1$39

150$

Low Pressure .tieati.Dg Boilers (*)

1543

J.601

Total

3082

3106

High Pressure Steam Boilers (over

15

lbs.)

*Low pressure heating boilers include, the following:

Steam boilers which
are allowed to carry pressures not in excess of 15 pounds, hot water
heating boilers and hot water supply boilers; located in schoolhouses, or
in nmnic ipally owned buildings.

The following tabulation indicates inspecting agency of boilers under
jurisdiction. Insured boilers are inspected by the insuring company's authorized
boiler inspectors, and uninsured boilers are inspected by state boiler inspectors
!rom this Division.

T

)

.)

- 14 19$8-59

1959-60

2792

2806

Number of Boilers uninsured

290

300

Per Cent insured

90 •.5

90.3

9.5

9.1

Number of .Boilers insured

Per Cent uninsured .
Summary and Recommendations

Owners and users of high pressure steam boilers, and the general
public, recognize the import and purpose of the "Boiler Law" and the
Boiler ltules and Regulations to assure the safe and proper constuction,
installation, use and operation of such boilers. The extension of the
law to also include under jurisdiction all low pressure heating boilers
in schoolhouses and in nnnicipally owned buildings, which includes steam
boilers, hot water heating boilers, and hot water supply boilers, bas
without question provided improved safety of such boilers collectively.
However, the potential hazards of so-called l.ow pressure heating boilers
are not always recognized nor understood and they may be improperly
installed, inadequate.ey equipped and in some instances, used for purposes
:£or which they are not constructed. They may also be under the care and
custody of inexperienced persons and may be operated in an unsafe manner
or in an unsafe condition. Under certain conditions, such boilers can
be a menace to employees on the premises and to the public in general.
Proper inspection and application of the applicable rules and regulations
adopted by the .Board of .Boiler Rules will minimize the hazards involved
and assure reasonable sa.f'ety of all boilers. It is thereforerecommended
that the "Boiler Law0 be amended to include within its scope, all low
pressure steam boilers, hot water heating boilers and hot water wpply
boilers, except such boilers which are located in private residences
and in dwellings having less then 5 apartments.

The extension of jurisdiction, as recommended above., will necessarily
increase the work load of the Division and would require the employment
of an additional deputy inspector, whose services, in part, can be
advantageously utilized to provide needed additional surveillance of
boilers under jurisdiction.
An operating statement for the biennium is attached.

Division of Boiler Inspections 'Operating Statement
For the Biennium 19,B-60

Expenses and Income
Fiscal
Year

Total
Salaries

Total

All other

Total

Travel

~enses

Expenses

Total·
Receipts

19$8-$9

i9060.$0
..

$1267,07

11012.97

$ll,400~$4

$10,885!.30

1959-60

9327.$0

1610.52

· 101).96

ll,9$1.98

10,917.20

I

Field Inspection Costs
Avg. Cost
Per InsP3 ction

Fiscal
Year

Man

Days

Salaries

Travel
Expense

Total
Cost

1958-59

12$

12838.16

$1267.07

i4J.05.2.3

866

$4.74

1959-60

136

3071.84

1610.52

4682.36

874

5•.35

Number of

Inspections

"""'

\,J'\

J
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To:

Marion E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry

From: Arthur F, Minchin, Director of Industrial Safety Division
Re:

Biennial .deport, July 1, 1958 - June JO, 1960

The Industrial Safety Division bas operated under the same pattern
as reported in the previous biennial report, with two safety inspectors,
a director of saf'ety and a clerk stenographer. Our work is performed
under autbority and in accordance with Sections 2, 4, and 5, Chapter 30,

R,

s. 1954,

as amended (Labor Laws of

Maine).

In&Pections
All manufacturing and mechanical establislunents in the state are
insp~cted at lease once a year, and where we !ind plants with a high
frequency or an excessive number of injuries reported, they may be
visited several times. Consideration is also given to compensation payments
which we find very useful in stimulating interest in a safety program.
In most cases we are able to show the employer that the heavy compensation
payments, plus all the hidden costs and doctor's bills, is money thrown away.
A good safety program would reduce these costs and save a great deal of
human suffering.
These consultations consume much time, as it requires analyzing
accidents and suggesting means to improve injury experience. We emphasize
strongly to managenent the importance of placing the responsibility for
sai'ety directly on the shoulders ot the foreman, as its importance is on
a par with the production program. We continue to use the consultant
approach in our plant investigations, the police power only as a reserve
power. Through this method we get better cooperation from our plant
managers in working to improve their injury experience.
n unsafe conditions are observed, an order or recommendation is
made out immediately .for correction within 30 days. This order or
recommendation contains onl.y the specifics as set forth in Section 5,
Chapter 30, .H.. s. 1954, unless after consultation with management he
requests further recommendations which we then include. We have .found
management very cooperative in comp~ing with our written recommendations

as well as correcting unsafe conditions talked over but not appearing
on Notice of Inspection. It is interesting to note that all our written
recommendations were complied with, there being no delinquents.

It appears that due to a more concentrated effort being made by the
inspectors in checking accident reports, time records and all regulations
pertaining to the employment of females and minors in manufacturing and
mechanical establishments more time is consumed, thereby decreasing the
number of inspections by 159 .from that of the previous biennium.
e made 2,o64 safety inspections from July 1, 1958 to July 1, 1959,
and 2,040 from July 1, 1959 to July 1, 1960, or a total of 4,104 during
this biennium. During the preceding biennium we made 2,178 from July l,
19.56 to July l, 1957, and 2,085 from July 1., 1957 to July 1, 1958.

- 17 In addition to the safety inspections reported above, we made 562
calls related to safety as .follows: 74 accident investigations; 1.3 noise
surveys; 12 safety meetings; 149 lighting surveysJ 156 industrial arts
schools; 9 complaints and 149 calls on Safety Conference details.

Please note that there are no high frequency consultations as listed
our previous biennial reports, for the reason that our procedure now is
to spend ~re time at the plants in analyzing and discussing the accident
experience and offering solutions to the problems. , We consider all reported
accidents, whether lost time or not, as potentials and we try to convince
manage~n~ that ,im accident-f~ee plant is good business.
in

Accident zjcperience - Work Injuries)
The injury frequency rate in manufacturing establishments does not
appear encouraging as the All Mmufacturing Erequency rate fc;,r the calendar
year 1958 was 17.5 lost time injuries per man hours worked, whereas in 1959
it was l9 .7 anq. in 1960 it was 20.3.

In 1958 there were 42 fatal work injuries as against 44 in 1959; ·in
1960 there was a decrease from 19$9 - to 31. Of the 42 fatalities in 1958,
13 occurred in manufacturing establishments and 29 in, non-manufacturing.
In 1959, out of the total of 44 fatal accidlplts, l4 were in manuf.acturing
establishments. and .30 in non-manufacturing. In 1960, of the 31 fatalities,
1.3 were in manu£acturing and 18 in non-manufacturing. While this 1960
experience is somewhat encouraging, and is the l;>est experience since 19.54,
1.3 fatals are 1.3 too many and of the 18 non-manufacturing fatalities, they
are in the same category.
There is still great need for broadening t~ sa.tety regulations to
cover all unsafe conditions or acts in industrial and mechanical establishments, and it should be broadened to cover any work place within the
State. There is no question but that employers with good safety programs
can reduce all inju1•ies to a minillllm, while reducing 't heir severity.
f' the five major industry groups - Food, Textile, .wmber, Paper,
Leather - all show a higher frequency rate for 1.960 over that o.t 1958.
The injury ~ates for these five industries are as follow~:

Industrz

l9S8

Food
Textile
Inmber
Paper

ll.9

Leather

23.6

49 •.5
8.8

11.9

1960

30.1

12.8

56.3
8.9

13.0

r,

Change

+7.1
+ .9
+6.8
+ .l
+1.1

Although the frequency rates do not show any great change, it is
discouraging to note even the small increase rather than a decrease,
especially where so much more time has been given to individual plants
with bad experience. We hope our ef.f'orts will Pc&Y off in the future.
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ine State Safety Conference
The Annual Maine State Safety Conf'erence is sponsored by the Departnt of Labor and Industry, with Industrial Mana.gemant and Insurance
ompanies doing business with the ~tate cooperating. It functions ·as in
the past through a joint committee of industry and this department.
he insurance representatives serve on the floor committee and contribute
their efforts to stinula.ting interest in attending the Conference.
he Coxmnissioner of labor and Industry serves as Chairman 0£ the General
Committee as well as Conf'ex.nce Chairman, and the Director of Safety
erves as liixecutive Secretary to both the Committee and the Conference.
In the planning of the program, six Conference Committee Meetings are
held to for1111late plans and make arrangements for the Annual Conferenc..i.
e General Conference Committee consisted of:

Conference Committee Chairman: 'Miss Marion E. Mirtin, Commissioner
Department of Labor and Industry
Almon l'{. Young, Central ?·Jaine Power Co.

reasurer:

Artlllr F. Minchin
Department of Labor and Industry

cretary :

Robert W. ~cNeally
s. D. Warren Co., Cumberland Mills

iospitality:
Exhibits:

Herbert s. Edgecomb
lph T. Park
Department of Labor and Industry

Entertainment:

alter H. Whitney
John c. Paige Co., Portland

ire Prevention: {1958)
Food:

Joseph A. P. Flynn
State Insurance .Department

Wilbur

Cushman
Highway Safety:

(1958)

• Philbrook

king Co .,

ortla.nd

Lieutenant Willard R. Orcutt
1aine State Police

( co-chairmen)
Arlyn Barnard
\~ine Highway Safety Committee

M. :Wcille Nason

Home:

Four County T. B. Ass •n., Rockland
njamin J. Dorsky,
A.F.L. - c.1.0., Bangor

bor:

Logging : ( 19.58)

(1959)

ranklin Iarra.be~,
St. Regis Paper Co., Bucksport
Robert B. Schultz
Scott Paper Co., Winslow

- 19 1.etals-Shipbuilding:

Rufus G. Jasper
Portsmouth Ifa val Shipyard

Portsmouth, New ~shire
Petroleum:

L. W. Gusta£son
Socony Mobil Oil Co., South ?ortla.nd

Paper & Pulp:

li:arl M. Bruce
G1·eat Northern Paper Co., Millinocket

ehabilitation:

Frederick P. O'Connell
1aine Heart Association, Augusta
Eamund P. Wells
Maine T. B. Association, Augusta

hoe

(:i:

Leather:

l'extile: (1958)

1

(19$9)

,1:atts
Commonwealth Shoe & Leather Co., Gardiner

J..W:,.Y

·la.urice C. E. iloux
Pepperell tf.ifg. Co., Biddeford
John J. Wall
Albany F'elt Co., North Monmouth
Ibra L. Ripley, Jr.

Utilities;

Central l".fa.ine Powsr Co., Augusta

oodworking:

ote:

George Mickeriz
&'towell-lilcGregor Division
Coats &. Clark, Inc.
Dixfield

Highway Safety and Fire l'revention dee ided not to take part in
19.59, although we stressed the importance of continuance.

The Floor Committee consisted of the following representatives from
various insurance companies:
Hermann Behr, wmbermen' s Mutual Casualty Co., Portland
E. B• .drown, Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., Portland

·rank .B. Brown, American Z.ntual Liability Insurance Co., Portland
Erwin A. Chase, The Fidelity & Casualty Co. of New York, Manchester, N. H.
Albert C• .liodson, Employer I s Group Insurance, Portland

Edmund

•

nox, Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., Portland

.Robert W. Laughlin, Liberty Jr.JUtual Insurance Co., Portland
Reevil Ace Leadbetter, Travelers Indemnity Co., Portland
Andrew Steketee, Ocean Accident Guarantee Corp., Ltd., Portland

T

- 20 Richard L. Lorenz, 1:11 tual . Boiler

cM.I'!-ery Insurance Co., Augusta

James ~i!facDonald, Jr., Royal Indemnity Co., Portland
.erbert A. Ward, John C. Paige Co., Inc., Portland

Paul Wilder, Phoenix-London Group, .Boston, Mass.
Kent H. York, U.

s.

Fidelity & Guaranty Co., Portland

The 1956 and 1959 Conferences wer~ held at the Samoset Hote1 in
Rockland. ·'fbe registration for 19$8, our first year at the Samoset., was
626, as against 815 at lork Harbor in 1957. In 1959 the registration wa
628, practically no change from the previous year. It is hard to justify the
decrease in attendance., but it seems to be the pattern when we change locations,
that for the first two years we have a decline in attendance, but from that
time on the registrations have shown a substantial increase. As in the past,
we find that many do not register, therefore, the attendance figures do not
reflect the total attending the two-day sessions. Even though we stress
the importance or registration, by notice in program and at each panel
session room, there are some who do not cooperate.

The Conference Committee feels that eventually the large percentage
o! the delegates attending will realize their responsibility and register
and we should not now exclude any who do not comply, feeling that the
Conference is held to stimllate interest in accident prevention. The

Conference is financed entirely by the $2.00 registration fee and the
25 .oo charge for each exhibitor space. Although some exhibitors hav1
decided against showing at many conferences, there seems to be greater
interest in the Jlsine Conference. Hew displays were added during these
two years., and we look forward to larger and better exhibits in the
.future., which should have a stimulating effect on the attendance.

Comments
e are still limited by Law in making safety recommendations in that
we are limited to specifics. The law still reads as follows: Quote "If the Commissioner as State Factory Inspector., or any authorized agent
of the Department, shall find upon such inspection that the heating,
11ghting1 ventilation or sanitary arrangement or any workshops or factories
is such as to be injurious to the health of the persons employed or
residing therein or that the fire escapes or other means of egress in case
ot fire or other disaster are not sufficient, or that the belting, shafting,
gearing, elevators and appurtenances, drums I saws, cogs and machinery in
such workshops and factories are located or are in a condition so as to
be dangerous to employees and not sufficiently guarded., or that vats, pans
or any other structures, filled with or containing molten metal, hot
liquids or inflammables, are not surrounded with proper safeguards for
preventing accidents or injury to those employed at or near them, h
shall notify, in writing, the owner, proprietor or agent of such workshops
or factories to make, within 30 days, the alterations or additions by
him deemed necessary for the safety and protection of the employees.
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"If the Commissioner or any authorized agent of the Department
s~ll find, upon inspection of construction activities, that conditions
of the activity are in violation of' the rules and regula. tions and so as
to be dangerous to employees working at or near them, he shall notify
immediately the contractor or person in charge of such activity to make
alterations or additions consistent with the rules and regulations by
him deemed necessary for the safety and protection of the employee. SUch
notice shall be served personally upon the contractor or the person in
charge of the activity, or in cases of obvious or extreme hazard where
inlrlediate action is necessary to preserve life and limb and where the
contractor or person in charge of such activity is not readily accessible,
he may conspicuously affix a written notice or tag to the object or device
or to the part thereof declared to be unsafe. After such notice has been
served or affixed, all persons shall cease using until the object or device,
or part thereof, is altered or strengthened in such a manner as to provide
safe conditions. The inspector shall make every effort to notify immediately
the contractor or person in charge of such activity before undertaking
such action."

In addition, the Department has a responsibility to inspect construction activities for compliance with the safety rules and regulations
adopted by the Board of. Construction Safety Rules. The Legislature has
not granted an appropriation that would allow us to discharge the
allowance for inspection of construction work places. We., therefore, are
confined to our traditional field of activity, namely, the inspection of
manufacturing and mechanical establishments, this being a specific list
of hazards that can be corrected.
It is frustrating to find that we can insist upon guards being placed
in certain places, but not in all. For instance, if a vat is filled with
molten metal, hot liquids, or inflammables, it must be surrounded by proper
guard rails for the safety of those employed at or near them, but a similar
vat may be filled with cold acid or caustic that is not inflammable but
equally, if not moreJ dangerous and yet we cannot insist that equal protection
be given. It is also frustrating to find that we are concerned about the
lighting and have authority to demand improvement where it is needed, but
we do not have similar authority over electric wiring hazards. I could go
on ad infinitum, but suffice is to say that one cannot be a good safety
inspector without being dedicated to the saving of life and limb and
the removal of any hazard that might jeopardize the health or safety ot
workers exposed to the hazard.
It is the fervent hope of this Division that in the foreseeable future
general authority will be granted to correct any unsafe condition found
to be in existance in a plant.

- 2la To:
From:
Re:

Marion E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry
John M. Conley, Jr., Secretary - Board of Arbitration & Conciliation
Annual Report - Septenber 18, 1958 to July 2, 19.59.

In conjunction with the Seminar arranged by Mi.s,s Marion E. Martin,
Commissioner of Labor and Industry, the Board met in Bridgton, Maine,
on January 20., 1959, at 11:30 A.M. to hold an organization meeting as
required under Section 15 of the Labor Laws of Maine, as revised in 1957.
A majority was present consisting of Mr. Maynard C. Dolloff, Chairman,
Rev. John Brett Fort, Mr. Michael Schoonjans, Mr. Robert o. Brown and
Mr. John M. Conley, Jr.
At the meeting _the Board, by a majority vote which was duly seconded
and passed, elected John H. Conley, Jr. of Bath, Maine, as its Secretary.
The Board then discussed Rules and Procedures and, by a majority vote,
adopted these Rules and Procedures and made them a part of the record.
The meeting then adjourned.
Prior to this meeting, however, there was a very interesting program
which had been arranged by MI.ss Marion E. Hartin, 't"llhich featured, among other
things, a talk by Mr. Bernard Alpert, Regional Director of the National Labor
Relations Board of Boston, Massachusetts, and Commissioner Samuel E. Creighton
from the office of the Federal Mediation Service. In addition, there were
questions and answers as well as a general discussion of Labor-Managenent
relations problems, which all the Board nembers felt, al ong with the entire
program, was most constructive and beneficial.
There was no i'urth.er activity on the part of the Board until April

25,

1959., when Chairman Dolloff called the Board together, along with Dr. Malone
of the State Mediation Service and Commissioner Samuel E. Creighton of the Federal
Mediation Service, to consider a request for the Board to act as a Board of
Inquiry in a labor dispute between the Printing Specialties Uni.on, AFL-CIO,
and Bonnar-Vawter, Inc. of Rockland, Maine.
After consideration of all the facts the Board went into executive
session and determined that since both pa ::-· ties had not requested the Board to
act as a Board of Inquiry it cruld not act as such unless directed to do so by
Governor Clinton A. Clauson. At the same tiloo, when the rarties were infonned
of the Board's decision, Chairman Dolloff told them the Board would be available at any time to act as a Board of Conciliation if they were asked to do so.
On May 18, 1959, the Printing Specialties .Union made a request that the
Beard enter into the dispute between that union and Bonnar-Vawter, Inc. as a
Board of Conciliation.
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Arbitration and Conciliation
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- 2lb After contacting the company, a conference was held at the Hotel
Thorndike in Rockland, Maine, on May 18., 1959. At that :rreeting the
principal issues in dispute were: Wages, union security and return of
all strikers who had been replaced by others during the strike. (The strike
was then entering its sixth weeko)
After considerable discussion another meeting between the parties to
this dispute was scheduled for Wednesday, May 27, 1959, at Rockland, Maine.
Little or no changes were developed at this :rreeting on the position of both
sides, although the demands of the union appeared to be · somewhat clarified
over and above the last meeting.
A third meeting was called and held in Rockland on June 3., 1959. The
Board first met with the company and explained the latest position of the
union. This meeting was som.ewha t difficult to hold because of the insistence
of the company to discuss an unfair labor practice charge filed with the
National Labor Relations Board in Boston, Massachuset·cs, by one of the striking employees. Various suggestions were made by the Board to both parties,
but no progress could be reported. It should be noted that most of the meetings, to and including this third meeting, were evening sessions scheduled
in the evening because of the request of the company since most of the management representatives were working in the struck plant. However, since they
were held in the evening, it was nnst difficult for the parties, with the
assistance of the Board, to acb.lally settle down to any serious bargaining at
that time.
Meetings were scheduled and held on June 9 and 10, 19.59, and many hours
were involved in discussions of the various issues. No settlement was reached.
However, it was the opinion of the Board that sane progress had been made in one
of the several issues surrounding the dispute and that the attitude of the
parties appeared to be less adamant and reflected a hope that something further
would be accomplished.
At the conclusion of the meeting, Chair1m.n Dolloff informed the parties
that the Board would return again for another meeting and would assist the
parties as long as the Board thought that some progress was being made; failing to realize any progress, the Boe-rd would retire from ·the case.
The parties and the Board net again on the afternoon of Jtme 24, 19.59,
and after long talks w1 th the union., the union presented a new proposal on
the issues in dispute. This proposal was subnti.tted to the company and, for
the first time since the strike, the company made a counter-proposal on both
wages and union security. Although no actual settlement was reached, the
Board adjourned the nee ting and felt that considerable progress had been made.
A meeting was then held on Wednesday, July l, 1959. At that tine the
Boord net with the company and, through its attorney, ~. Paul Farrell, was
informed that in answer to the question of return to work of its strikers the
company would take them back as needed. In respect to the economic issues, he
indicated that the compaey was willing to bargain on these issues.
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That evening the company and the union met with the Board and Mr.
Farrell informed the Bca rd that the managemmt now had a sincere doubt as
to the union representing a majority of the employees of Bonnar-Vawter, Inc.
and thus, until the JTBtter was settled, could not enter into any agreeroont
with the union.
On Monday, June 29, 1959, a decertification petition had been presented
to the National Labor Relations Board by two employees requesting an e.~ployee
election to determine this issue.
At the conference of July 1, 1959, the union had agreed with all proposals
of the company on the economic issues, which were considerably less than wba t
the union had turned down immediately prior to the strike.
Chair1nan Dolloff informed all parties that since the company had raised
doubts as to whether or not the union represented a majority of the employees,
this was no longer a matter for our State Board to assist in but nru.st be determined by the established procedures and rules of the National Labor Relations
Board of our federal goverilllBnt.
We were informed on July 2, 1959, that the union had withdrawn its
pickets and the strike had been terminated.
It is the respectful hope of the Board that it has fulfilled the duties
and responsibilities prescribed under the state laws and it trusts that it
has, to some small measure, contributed to further harmonious labor-manageITBn·t, relations in this state.
Respectfully submitted,
MAINE STATE BOARD <F ARBITRATION
AND CONCILIATION

S/I1a~rd

c.

Dolloff

S/M:i.chael Schoonjans
S/John M. Conley, Jr.
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To:

M:lrion E. Martin, Commissioner of Labor and Industry

From:

John M. Conley, Jr., Secretary - Board of Arbitration and Conciliation

Re:

Annual Report - July 2, 1959 to July 1, 1960

The Board was organized and set up necessa!Jr procedures (as outlined
in the 1959 Annual Report), in accordance with Secti..on 15 of the Labor
Laws of Maine as revised in 1959, and subsequently, during the period
from July 2, 1959 to July 1, 1960, has not held any :rooetings for the purpose of conciliation or to act as a Board of Inquiry or as a Board of
Arbitration.
Mr. Mczy·nard c. Dolloff, Chairni.an of the Board, was requested to name
an arbitrator under the terms of an existing agreement between the Penobscot
Poultry Company, Inc. and the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen
of North America, Local #385 AFL-CIO, and Truck Drivers, Warehousemen and
Helpers, Local #3~.0, affiliated with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of Am3rica. Chairman Dolloff
naned Judge Albert Beliveau of Rumford, Maine, to serve the parties to the
contract.

Although the Board has been inactive, such inactivity, in tJ.1e opinion
of the Board ioornbers, indicates a better growing managenent-labor relations
condition which has existed in our state for many years, despite the fact
that the record would never be termed as a "poor record".
However, in the period from 1959 to 1960, the nation has experienced a
number of long strikes and the record for strikes between labor and mnagem.ent was larger than it has been since the end of Warld War II.

New England in itself has not been spared. In fact, the last two
months has seen a large number of labor disputes in soma of our neighboring states.
It is the sincere hope of the Board that it has, and will continue, to
fulfill its duties and responsibilities and that it may have, in some small
measure, contributed to better and more harmonious labor-management relations
for our own State of Maine.
Respectfully submitted,
MAINE STATE BO.ARD OF ARBITRATION
AND CONCI LIA. TION
§/_VJAYNAFJJ C. DOLLOFF

SLMICHAEL SCHOONJANS

S/JOHN H. CONLEY, JR.
July 1, 1960
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To:
om:
Re:

Marion .E. Mirtin., Commissioner of Labor and Industry
Balph L. Langille, Supervising Inspector, Division of Elevator Inspections
Biennial Report, July l, 1958 - June 30, 1960
Authority

.Elevator Law" of this State became effective in 1950. Under
this law the Board of Elevator Bllles and Regulations was established
and empowered to formulate reasonable rules and regulations for the safe
and proper construction, installation, alteration, repair, use., operation
and 1ns~ction of elevators in this State. The necessity and demand for
elevator regulations developed following a series of elevator accidents
involving several fatalities, which occurred within the decade i.nmediately
preceeding the enactment of this law. The Commissioner of Labor and
Industry is empowered to enforce the law, and under the direction of the
Commissioner, the Division of Elevator Inspections is responsible for the
enforcement· of the law and the rules and regulations adopted by the
Board of ,t;levator Rules and Hegulations.
'l 'he

11

Activities
During ·this biemiial, the Board of Elevator ltules and Regulations
held 4 meetings. Amendments, or addenda, to 4 existing rules were
adopted, and 5 appeals were considered, all 0£ which were granted.

The Activities of this Division are carried out by the &'upervising
Inspector, one Deputy Inspector and one office Clerk, and include examination
and approval of plans for new and altered elevators, inspection of elevators,
processing of inspection reports, billing and collection of fees for inspections and for inspection Certificates, examination of applicants for Certificates of Authority as Inspector of Elevators, enforcement of requjrements
pertaining to elimination of violations and investigation of elevator
accidents. These activities necessarily involve extensive field work and
travel as well as the maintains.nee of detailed records. The Supervising
Inspector and the Deputy Inspector are also engaged in the activities and
·operation of the Division of Boiler Inspections and n:ust necessarily divide
their time and efforts between these two Divisions.
During this biennium there were a total of 5 accidents reported
involving elevators under jurisdiction, these resulted in personal injuries
with no fatalities involved. There were also 3 additional accidents
involving "exempt" elevators, one of which resulted in a fatality and the
others in personal injury.
Of the 5 accidents involving elevators under jurisdiction, 4 occurred
on freight elevators when employees., in each case, had a foot caught
between the moving car platform and the wall of the hoistway enclosures,
also, there was no car door or gate at the car entrance., which would
normall3" prevent this type of accident., however, under the special rules
for existing freight elevators., the elevators involved here are not required
to have car doors or gates at the car entrances. The other accident,
involving elevators, under jurisdiction, concerned an "idle elevator" in a
lower grade hotel, when a resident of the hotel, apparently forced open

J
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a locked door to the sheave space in the penthouse on th.e roof of the
bui;lding and on entering same, fell and caught his foot ~=between the
ov~;rhead sheave support beams, which tJ'le.ld him suspended head down at
the top of the hoistway, 6 floors above the elevator, for a.bout forty-~ti.ve
minutes until rescused by local city police and .firemen. Fortunately
this man recei~ed only a spraine4 and bruised leg as the result of this
accident. This elevator had been "idle" or out of use, for more than a
year prior to this accident, with the car at the basement landing and with
all hoistway landing doors closed and locked, as shown by our records.
A new lock was furnished for the sheave room penthouse door following
this accident, and no further remedial action was necessary.
Three accidents involving exempt elevators in so-called chicken
houses were also investigated with the cooperation of their owners.
In November, 19$8, a truck driver employed by an outside concern was
fatally injured when he apparently attempted to jump off the decending
elevator. He entered the elevator at the third floor landing and started
it in the down direction, and being unfamiliar with its operation he
apparently did not attempt to control the speed of the car by means of
the hand brake which is operated by a pull rope, and evidently tried to
jump o:ff the car at the second :floor landing and was caught between the
car top frame and the landing threshold. On investigation it was learned
that the descendent had been told to stay off the elevator immediately
prior to this accident, as well as on several previous occasions. Thia
elevator is of the home-built variety, located in a so-called chicken
house and used for carrying poultry and poultry feed, and is therefore,
exempt by the provisions of the "Elevator La:wtt as an Agricultural Eleva.tor
and not under the jurisdiction of this Division. It was understood that
riders were not permitted on this elevator and the owner was advised to
strictly enforce this practice.

The two other accidents involving elevators in ttchicken houses 11 , or
poultry farms buildings, resulted in one case an employee who was on the
elevator car while unloading it at the top floor, when the hoist chain
broke and he fell to the first floor level in the car, breaking bones
in one foot. In the other case, a chicken house worker was pushing a
grain carrier into the elevator car, which was at the second floor, when
the hoist chain became unhooked .from the car, which then dropped and
caused the aforementioned employee to lose his balance anQ fall into the
hoistway from the second floor landing threshold to the top of the car,
which had fallen to the .first floor level. The proper method of app4ing
mousing or seizing to the hoist chain hook to prevent a reoccurrence was
explained to the owner in this case. IA:le to their location and use, both
of these elevators are classed as Agricultural elevators, and therefore,
are exempt by the provisions of the "Elevator Law" and not under the
jurisdiction of this Division.
Following are compilations of information concerning elevators under
inspection during this biennium:

By Classification of Service

1958-59

1959-60

Passenger Elevators

372

381

Freight Elevators

~

1059

Total No. of Registered Elevators

1426

1440

1

-· 24 By Glass of Certificate

19$8-59

1959- 60

First Class Passenger Elevators

369

378

First Class Freight Elevators

329

332

3

3

729

727

Special Cl.ass Passenger Elevators

Special Class Freight Elevators

"First Classn denotes elevators which are in full compliance with
the elevator rules and regulations of this state. "Special Class"

elevators are those which do not fully conform with the elevator rules
and regulations but are considered to be in reasonably safe condition and
their operation is permitted under a uspecial Certificateu pending their
improvement to full compliance with the applicable requirements of the
elevator rules and regulations.

1958-$9

1959-60

Insured Passenger Elevators

337

342

Insured Freight Elevators

921

92.3

35

39

133

136

By I.aspecting Agency

Uninsured Passenger Elevators
Uninsured Freight Elevators

Insured elevators are inspected by inspectors employed by the insuring
company in each instance. Uninsured elevators are inspected by State

:1evator Inspectors

or

this Division.
ecommendations

It is recommended that proposed Amendments to the Elevator I.aw be
submitted to the Legislature to increase the fee for State inspection of
an elevator from $6 per inspection to $10 per inspection. Also the fee
for the initial inspection of each new or altered elevator should be
changed from the flat fee of $10 as the law presently provides, to a cost
basis related to time and travel charges but subject to a minimum fee of
""'10. This would provide a more equitabl.e charge for initial inspections
which frequently require special trips to be made on short notice which
involves mileage costs and time values much greater than the $10 fee now
prescribed for such inspections. The fee for issuing an Elevator Inspection Certificate should also be increased from $2 to $3. These increases
in fees would provide an estimated annual increase of approximately $32$0.
in the income of the Division and materially reduce the annual operating
deficit.
An operating statement for the biennium is attached.

T

L

Division of Elevator Inspections Operating Statement
For the Biennium 1958-60
....

,

J

Expenses and Income
Fiscal

Year

Total
Salaries

Total
Travel

Total

All Other
hpenses

Total
Receipts

Expenses

Deficit

•

1958- 59

$8170.70

$729.24

$702.00

$9601.94

5917.43

$3684.51

1959-60

9829 .48

860.49

436.91

ll,126.88

5814.79

5312.09

Field InsEection Costs
Inspections

Average
Cost· Per
Inspection

i2609.64

568

~.59

2791.85

549

5.08

Fiscal
Year

Man

Days

Salaries

Expense

Total
Cost

1958-59

83

$1880.40

i729.24

1959-60

81.

1931.36

860~49

Travel

lfainber of

N
\.n
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To:

Marion E. Martin, Commissioner of labor and Industry

From:

Carl T. Russell, Deputy Commissioner of Labor and Industry

Re:

Bedding Division - Biennial Report, July 1, 1958 - June 30, 1960

BEDDING DIVISIOlf

1958-59

t,,096.00
283.31
941.03

Salaries
rravel
All Other
1

6.,320 • .34

Total
dding Income

Estimated Income
Over

$6.,010.00
2,600.00
$410.00

l9S9-6o
laries

5.,194.00

Travel
All other

1,000.95

Total

.6,472.26

Bedding Inco:
Estimated Income

over

277.31

~.545.00

s,aoo.oo
745.00

J
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Report of the Bedding Division for Biennium

1958-59 - 1959-60

~

The Bedding and Upholstered Furniture Law is administered
the Department of .Labor and Industry.
For the year July 1., 1958 to July l, 1959:
Number of inspections

378

Violations

163

51

Number of stamp purchasers added
Amount of Reverme

$6 ,010.00

For the year July 1, 1959 to July l., 1960:
Number of

inspections

Violations

Number of stamp purchasers added

Amount of Revenue

294

162

81

$6,545.00

There were no prosecutions !or violations during the biermium.
There was only one customer complaint during the biennium. In
this case an analysis of material was made at the laboratory of the
Division of Sanitary .Engineering and results showed all new material
was used and the bacteria count was negligible.

r

q

r

8

..\
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'.AGE COMPIAINTS

During this biennium the Departnent has received 183 wage
complaints - 9J. complaints by letter, 92 by personal visit.

There were 32 wage investigations by visit or telephone,
and 151 by correspondence. There were three ( 3) prosecutions
resulting in favor of the complainants.
Industrial Accident First Reports of ·Injury filed
July 1, 19.58

to

July 1, 1959

2$,77S
July l, 1959 to July 1 1 1960

27 ,492

Industrial Accident Agreements approved
July l., 1958 to July l, 1959

3,900
July 1, 1959 to July l, 1960

4,233

